Abstract-Pseudoexhaustive testing involves applying all possible input patterns to the individual output cones of a combinational circuit. Based on our new algebraic results, we have derived both generic (cone-independent) and circuit-specific (conedependent) bounds on the minimal length of a test required so that each cone in a circuit is exhaustively tested. For any circuit with five or fewer outputs, and where each output has k or fewer inputs, we show that the circuit can always be pseudoexhaustively tested with just 2 k patterns. We derive a tight upper bound on pseudoexhaustive test length for a given circuit by utilizing the knowledge of the structure of the circuit output cones. Since our circuit-specific bound is sensitive to the ordering of the circuit inputs, we show how the bound can be improved by permuting these inputs.
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I. INTRODUCTION
E XHAUSTIVE testing of a combinational circuit involves exercising the circuit with all possible input patterns. Exhaustive testing provides comprehensive fault coverage by ensuring detection of all detectable combinational faults in the circuit, where a combinational fault is a fault that does not manifest in any sequential behavior and is testable with a single input pattern. The test time associated with exhaustive testing increases exponentially with the number of inputs to the circuit. For circuits with a large number of inputs, exhaustive testing is very time consuming and may not be practical.
Pseudoexhaustive testing of a combinational circuit involves exercising the individual output cones of the circuit with all possible input patterns [1] . An output cone consists of all logic that feeds an output. Pseudoexhaustive testing provides full coverage of all detectable combinational faults within the individual output cones, and all detectable multiple stuck-at faults in the circuit. The test time associated with pseudoexhaustive testing is typically much lower than that for exhaustive testing.
Consider a combinational circuit with inputs and outputs. An output cone is said to depend on an input if there exists at least one path from that input to the output. The number of inputs on which an output cone depends is referred to as the size of the cone. Let be the maximum size of the output cones. The circuit is characterized as an circuit. Pseudoexhaustive testing involves applying exhaustive tests to the output cones. Generation of an optimal (minimum) pseudoexhaustive test set for an circuit is a hard problem. The pseudoexhaustive test length is bounded below and above by and , respectively. Estimation of realistic tight upper bound on the pseudoexhaustive test length is a very useful measure during the evaluation of test strategies for a circuit.
We have derived provable upper bounds on pseudoexhaustive test lengths. The bounds can be classified into two categories, viz. generic bounds and circuit-specific bounds. Generic bounds are independent of circuit output cone structure. Circuit-specific bounds utilize the structural information about the cones. Circuit-specific bounds are tighter than generic bounds.
Autonomous linear feedback shift registers (LFSR's) [2] are widely used to generate pseudoexhaustive test sets. LFSR's are characterized by their feedback connections represented as polynomials. For a nonzero initial state, the period of an LFSR is the number of states generated prior to repeating the initial state. An LFSR with stages is said to be of maximal length if it has a period of states. Maximal length LFSR's have primitive feedback polynomials, and are utilized by most pseudoexhaustive test pattern generators. Maximal length LFSR's can be modified to generate the all-zero state. Pseudoexhaustive test pattern generators (TPG's) that generate minimal length tests and/or utilize minimal hardware can be designed by utilizing knowledge about the circuit output cone structures. Examples of circuit-specific TPG's include LFSR/XOR's [3] and [4] , LFSR/SR's [5] and [6] , and other structures proposed in [7] - [10] . An LFSR/XOR structure is composed of a maximal length LFSR and an XOR network. An LFSR/SR structure is composed of a maximal length LFSR and a shift register (SR). These circuit-specific TPG structures are shown in Fig. 1 We have derived new algebraic results on vector spaces that are used in our bound computation. An upper bound on test length is computed as the number of independent test signals that are sufficient for pseudoexhaustive testing of a given circuit. We have shown that any circuit with five or less outputs, with each output being driven by or less inputs, can always be pseudoexhaustively tested with just patterns. Previously this conclusion was known to be true for all circuits having two or less outputs. Additionally, we have derived tight upper bounds on pseudoexhaustive test lengths generated by circuit-specific TPG structures such as LFSR/XOR's and LFSR/SR's. These bounds are sensitive to the ordering of the circuit inputs. We have also developed an efficient method to permute the circuit inputs to obtain the best improvement on the cone-dependent bounds. The quality of these bounds are demonstrated by comparing them to existing bounds [3] , [5] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section II deals with algebraic results on vector spaces. The generic (coneindependent) bounds are derived in Section III. Section IV deals with the circuit-specific (cone-dependent) bounds and their improvements by allowing for the permutation of inputs. The conclusions are presented in the last section. The main body of the paper contains only the sketches for the proofs of all lemmas and theorems and the appendix contains the detailed proofs of selected lemmas and theorems. The detailed proofs of all lemmas and theorems can be found in [11] .
II. ALGEBRAIC RESULTS
We first present the definitions used in the bound computations including the concept of a vector space under modulo-2 addition operation (denoted as ) over the Galois field GF(2). The modulo-2 addition operation satisfies the group properties such as commutativity, associativity and existence of additive inverses. The Galois field GF(2) forms a field with respect to modulo-2 addition and modulo-2 multiplication operations and satisfies all the standard axioms defined for a vector space.
Definition 1 (Vector Space):
• A nonempty set is a vector space over GF (2) if is closed under modulo-2 addition.
• The linear span of a nonempty set , denoted as , is the set of all linear combinations (modulo-2 addition) of elements in .
• Any subset of space is a basis of if consists of linearly independent elements and .
• The dimension of a vector space spanned by a basis equals . Conventional algebraic theory deals with direct sum operation between vector subspaces. In contrast, our bound computations are based on set union and intersection operations between subspaces. We have derived algebraic results regarding set union and intersection operations between subspaces that differ from classical results in linear algebra. The following results characterize some properties of subspaces contained in a vector space that are used in the subsequent proofs.
Lemma 1: Consider a -dimensional space and any two distinct subspaces and of dimensions and contained in . The set is a subspace contained in and consists of at least elements. and hence satisfies the relation . Lemma 1 gives a condition on the minimum overlap between any two subspaces contained in a -dimensional space. Lemma 2 specifies the minimum number of distinct subspaces of smaller dimensions contained in a -dimensional space. Lemma 3 states that the elements of a -dimensional space are not entirely covered by the elements of any two distinct -dimensional subspaces contained in . A unique third subspace of dimension no less than is required to cover all the elements of . In fact, Lemma 3 provides an outline for constructing the minimum number of distinct subspaces specified by Lemma 2.
The algebraic results described above form the basic building blocks in proving our results on both generic and circuitspecific bounds. Lemmas 1 and 2 are used in deriving both generic and circuit-specific bounds while Lemma 3 is used in the derivation of generic bounds.
III. GENERIC BOUNDS
For an circuit, the computation of an upper bound on the pseudoexhaustive test length involves determining the smallest number of independent test signals (say ) that are sufficient for pseudoexhaustive testing of the circuit. We shall derive a few important cone-independent bounds on test lengths.
A set of distinct test signals can be obtained as linear combinations of independent test signals. The distinct test signals are considered as distinct residues. The independent test signals can be considered as a basis of a -dimensional space and the residues can be considered as elements of this space. The independent test signals can be generated using a degree LFSR and linear combinations of these test signals can be obtained by an XOR network. Hence, if for a given value a bound of test signals is derived, then a TPG consisting of stage LFSR and some XOR gates [12] can generate pseudoexhaustive test set for any circuit.
A. Basic Results

Consider an
circuit where the inputs are denoted as , and the outputs as . We first summarize some previously known results that, along with the above algebraic results, form the foundation for our bound computation.
Definition 3: The inputs can be partitioned into sets such that denotes the set of inputs that drive exactly outputs of the circuit.
Definition 4: A residue is said to be a proper residue with respect to a set of residues if is linearly independent with respect to the residues in . Residue is said to be a prohibited residue with respect to if is a linear combination of a subset of residues in .
Theorem 1 [5] : An output cone will be exhaustively tested if and only if the inputs driving it are assigned proper residues.
For an circuit we need to assign proper residues to the circuit inputs from a -dimensional space, where , such that the residues assigned to the inputs driving any output cone are linearly independent. The bound computation involves guaranteeing the availability of proper residues (elements) for all circuit inputs from the -dimensional space.
Definition 5: Output is said to dominate output if each input that drives also drives . Output is said to be a dominating output if it is not dominated by any other output.
Lemma 4: It is sufficient to consider only the dominating outputs of the circuit for determining pseudoexhaustive test lengths.
Proof: Let an output dominate another output in a circuit. Proper residue assignment to the set of inputs driving ensures exhaustive testing for both output cones and . Hence there is no need to consider residue assignments separately for . Definition 6: A circuit is said to be reduced if none of its outputs is dominated by any other output.
Any given circuit can be reduced by ignoring all of its dominated outputs. In practice, these cone-independent bounds can be applied to circuits whose cone information is available. The reduction of an circuit gives an reduced circuit, where . The application of the following cone-independent bounds to the reduced circuit can provide tighter bounds on test length. Henceforth, we shall consider only reduced circuits.
Example 5: Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 2 . The inputs can be partitioned as follows:
and . The circuit is a reduced circuit as none of its outputs is dominated by any other output.
While determining a sufficient number of test signals for pseudoexhaustive testing of a circuit, we need to guarantee the availability of proper residues (generated by these test signals) only to a subset of inputs. The remaining inputs are guaranteed of proper residues as stated by Lemma 5. Thus only a subset of inputs need to be considered for bound computation. In all the following results, it is assumed that all the inputs in are assigned residues prior to any input in is considered. Lemma 5: For an circuit, let independent test signals be sufficient to assign proper residues for all inputs in for all . Then these test signals are also sufficient to assign proper residues for all inputs in for all . Corollary 2: For an circuit, let independent test signals be sufficient to assign proper residues for all inputs in for all . Then these test signals are also sufficient to assign proper residues for all inputs in and . Lemma 5 and its corollary help in reducing the number of inputs that need to be considered while determining the upper bound on pseudoexhaustive test length. We consider assigning linear combinations of test signals to inputs that are not considered in [1] . Our method can be interpreted as a generalization of [1] and helps in reducing the total number of independent test signals required for pseudoexhaustive testing of a circuit. The above results will now be used to derive several new results including a stronger version of Theorem 2.
B. Results on MTC Circuits
Lemma 6: For an circuit with , let independent test signals be sufficient to assign proper residues for all inputs in and . Then these test signals are also sufficient to assign proper residues for all inputs in .
By justifying the elimination of the assumption made in Lemma 6, a much stronger result can be obtained as given by Theorem 3.
Theorem 3: Any circuit with is a MTC circuit.
Theorem 3 states that any five output circuit is a MTC circuit. The result is independent of the number of inputs and the maximum cone sizes of the circuits. Our result is a significant improvement over the well known result that any two output circuit is a MTC circuit (refer to Theorem 2).
Example 6 illustrates a six output non-MTC circuit where every input drives exactly three outputs. The example illustrates the strictness of both Lemma 6 and Theorem 3.
Example 6: Consider the circuit driven by inputs as shown in Fig. 3 . Though each of the outputs depend exactly on two inputs, the circuit is not a MTC circuit 
C. Results on Circuits
The following section, containing Theorems 4 and 5 and Conjecture 1, summarizes our generic bounds on circuits. It should be noted that circuits with more than five outputs can be MTC circuits.
Theorem 4: For any circuit, let be the smallest number satisfying the following inequality (1) Then independent test signals are sufficient for pseudoexhaustive testing of the circuit.
Proof: Since the circuit has at most outputs, any input can drive at most outputs. From Lemma 5 we know that all inputs that drive at most outputs can be assigned proper residues by independent test signals. Theorem 5: For any circuit, our bound on the number of independent test signals for pseudoexhaustive testing given by Theorem 4 is tighter than the bound derived in [3] .
Proof: In [3] , it is shown that . testing of twice the number of output cones (Theorem 4) and possibly four times the number of output cones (Conjecture 1) compared to the number of output cones guaranteed by the bound in [3] . Table II presents the generic (cone-independent) bounds on pseudoexhaustive test lengths for the partitioned versions of ISCAS combinational benchmark circuits [13] and unpartitioned versions of a few ISCAS sequential benchmark circuits [14] . The combinational benchmark circuits are partitioned using our partitioning procedure [15] such that the output cones are driven by 20 or less inputs. Columns 2 and 3 present the original and reduced characteristics of these circuits. The next three columns present the generic bounds on pseudoexhaustive test lengths (in terms of the number of independent test signals) based on Akers' results [3] and our results given by Theorem 4 and Conjecture 1. From Table II , it is evident that our bounds are tighter.
IV. CIRCUIT-SPECIFIC BOUNDS
For an overwhelming majority of circuits, we can utilize the information about cone dependencies to derive a bound on the number of independent test signals required for pseudoexhaustive testing. Circuit-specific bounds are tighter than the generic bounds derived earlier. We shall derive bounds for both LFSR/XOR and LFSR/SR structures and show that our bounds are better than those derived in [3] and [5] .
Consider an circuit along with the notation that input is assigned a unique index , where . A permutation of inputs is specified completely by the -tuple . The default permutation is given by for . We shall assume the default permutation of inputs unless stated otherwise.
The input dependencies for an output is represented by an ordered set of inputs. The inputs are arranged in the ordered set in increasing order of their indexes. Consider output being driven by inputs . Let . Under the default permutation of inputs, the input dependencies for is represented by the ordered set . 
A. LFSR/XOR's
We shall derive tight upper bounds for the test sets generated by LFSR/XOR structures for a given circuit. The circuit cones are described in terms of the parameters defined above. Since these bounds are derived based on the ordering of the circuit inputs, we shall determine the best permutation of inputs to achieve the best improvement of these bounds.
1) Bounds Based on Default
Then independent test signals are sufficient for pseudoexhaustive testing of the circuit.
Theorem 7: The cone dependent bound on the number of independent test signals given by Theorem 6 is tighter than the cone independent bound given by Theorem 4.
Proof: It is enough to show that the cone independent bound can be derived by assuming the worst case in the derivation of cone dependent bound. For an input with for all outputs, we have and Inequality (3) simplifies to 2) Improvement on Bounds by Permutation: Given an circuit, the bound on the number of independent test signals given by Theorem 6 can be improved by allowing the permutation of inputs. We shall describe a permutation algorithm that assigns unique indexes to circuit inputs resulting in low (high) values for inputs driving many (few) outputs. The algorithm modifies the circuit parameters (that characterizes the cone dependencies) and allows Inequality (3) to be satisfied for a smaller value of . test signals guarantees proper residues for each input that drives at most outputs and hence all these inputs are assigned highest possible indexes. From the remaining set of unassigned inputs, an input (say ) is assigned the current highest index provided it satisfies Inequality (3). The values for are determined based on the fact that the remaining unassigned inputs can have indexes only less than . The unassigned inputs are repeatedly considered for assignment until there is no decrease in the value of . Any further existence of unassigned inputs mandates an increment to the number of test signals and an iteration of the entire algorithm.
The complexity of the algorithm can be computed as follows. Every iteration of the while loop results in assigning proper indexes to one or more inputs. The number of iterations of the while loop is bounded above by since every iteration can result in assigning a proper index to only one input. The satisfiability check for input involves determining values for all outputs. Thus the complexity of the while loop is given by . The number of iterations of the entire algorithm is bounded above by . Thus the complexity of the algorithm is given by . In general, considering all permutations of inputs and using Theorem 6 for determining the tightest possible bound has exponential complexity. The following theorem states that our permutation algorithm of polynomial complexity is sufficient to find the tightest possible bound using Theorem 6.
Theorem 8: Algorithm XORBound is of polynomial complexity and determines the tightest possible bound on the number of test signals that can be achieved using Theorem 6.
Proof Sketch: It will suffice to show that algorithm XORBound results in a minimum subset of inputs that are not assigned indexes after the completion of the while loop. This can be proven by contradiction on the minimality of the set of unassigned inputs. [13] , [14] . Columns 7 and 8 present the bounds on test lengths (in terms of the number of independent test signals) by considering the reduced circuits. The cone-dependent bounds with the default permutation (column DP) of inputs are determined using Theorem 6. The algorithm XORBound achieves tighter bounds on pseudoexhaustive test lengths by determining one of the best permutation (column BP) of inputs. The improvement of the bounds by allowing permutation of inputs is evident from the table. The circuit-specific bounds determined by allowing for the permutation of inputs are optimal for all these circuits except for circuit c6288.
B. LFSR/SR's
An circuit can be pseudoexhaustively tested by a simple LFSR/SR if there exists a primitive feedback polynomial of degree such that the residues assigned to the inputs driving each output are linearly independent as stated by Theorem 1.
Definition 8: The primitive feedback polynomial of an LFSR/SR considered for a given circuit is said to be inapplicable if the polynomial results in a set of linearly dependent residues for the set of inputs driving some output of the circuit.
Theorem 9 [16] : The total number of primitive polynomials of degree is given by , where is Euler's phi function.
1) Bounds Based on Default Permutation:
Assume the default permutation of inputs where input is fed by the th stage of an LFSR/SR. Input is assigned the residue , where is the primitive feedback polynomial of the LFSR/SR.
Theorem 10: For an circuit, let and be the circuit parameters (defined earlier) characterizing the cone dependencies. Let be the smallest integer satisfying the following inequality:
Then a simple LFSR/SR based on a degree primitive polynomial is sufficient for pseudoexhaustive testing of the circuit.
Theorem 11: For any circuit, our bound on the degree of LFSR/SR given by Theorem 10 is tighter than the bound derived in [5] .
2) Improvement on Bounds by Permutation: Given an circuit, the bound on the degree of the applicable primitive polynomial for an LFSR/SR given by Theorem 10 can be improved by permuting the inputs. We shall attempt to minimize the total number of inapplicable primitive polynomials given by the LHS expression in Inequality (4). Thus, an improvement on the bound can be obtained for the degree of the applicable primitive polynomial for LFSR/SR. This is similar to the improvement on the bound achieved for LFSR/XOR's. . /* is the degree of the primitive polynomial */ 3) Assign indexes to inputs according to the input permutation determined by the algorithm XORBound. 4) While Inequality (4) is not satisfied do a) If , go to Step 5). b) . 5) Output the degree of the applicable primitive polynomial . For a given circuit, the algorithm SRBound usually determines an applicable primitive polynomial of smaller degree than the default permutation. Only dominating outputs are considered as per Lemma 4. The input permutation determined by the algorithm XORBound is used to minimize the LHS expression of Inequality (4). The satisfiability check involves computing values for all inputs driving each output. Since the input permutation determined by the algorithm XORBound is used again in the algorithm SRBound, the complexity of the algorithm SRBound is the same as that of the complexity of the algorithm XORBound. However, the algorithm SRBound for LFSR/SR's does not guarantee the tightest possible bound unlike the algorithm XORBound for LFSR/XOR's.
Example 9: Consider again the (6,6,3) circuit described in Example 5. For LFSR/SR's, Barzilai's bound determined by Inequality (5) (see the Appendix) requires eight test signals. The bound computed using Inequality (4) without allowing permutation of inputs requires a primitive polynomial of degree five. The algorithm SRBound still requires a degree five polynomial. However, the circuit can be tested with an LFSR/SR using the polynomial . Table II also presents the circuitspecific bounds on test lengths for LFSR/SR's for the ISCAS benchmark circuits [13] , [14] . The last three columns present the bounds on test lengths (in terms of number of independent test signals) by considering only the reduced circuits. Barzilai's bounds (column Brzl) are determined using Inequality (5) and our bounds with default permutation (column DP) of inputs are determined using Inequality (4). The algorithm SRBound results in tighter bounds by using the same good permutation of inputs (column GP) that were originally determined for LFSR/XOR's. The improvement of the bounds by allowing permutation of inputs is evident from the table. It should be noted that our LFSR/SR bounds represent test lengths that are a few orders of magnitude smaller than those given by Barzilai's bounds.
3) Experimental Results:
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have first derived a few important algebraic results on the set union and intersection operations between vector subspaces. We have determined 1) the minimum overlap between distinct subspaces and 2) the minimum number of distinct subspaces contained in a vector space. These algebraic results are used in the derivation of the bounds on pseudoexhaustive test lengths.
We have determined a few generic bounds on test lengths that are independent of the structural information about the circuit output cones. We have shown that any circuit with less than six outputs is maximal test concurrent. We have derived an expression for the number of independent test signals that are sufficient for pseudoexhaustive testing of any given circuit. The expression is based on the number of outputs and the maximum cone size of the circuit. We have also derived a few circuit-specific bounds utilizing the structural information about the circuit output cones. We have derived tight upper bounds on the test sets generated by LFSR/XOR's and LFSR/SR's and shown that our bounds are better than those derived in [3] and [5] . We have developed algorithms of polynomial complexity to permute circuit inputs to obtain good improvements on these bounds. Our bounds provide good estimates of pseudoexhaustive test lengths and can be used as guiding factors in designing circuit-specific TPG's. The computed theoretical bounds for the partitioned benchmark circuits are close to the pseudoexhaustive test lengths generated by circuit-specific TPG's as reported in [12] . sets are shown in Fig. 4 . Thus, we have Let . Since , we know that and . Therefore . We know that and . The sets and are disjoint to each other and the set contains elements and hence . The elements of are partitioned into four equal sized subsets and (the subsets are called cosets in algebra terminology [17] ) as shown in Fig. 4 The inputs in completely occupy four columns in the cone dependencies. Consider a four-dimensional (4-D) subspace spanned by the four elements , , , and of . We shall assign the five residues , , , , to the five inputs in . Since only any four inputs from appear together in any output, this assignment ensures proper residues to all inputs in . This process is repeated until all inputs are selected from . Thus, inputs in are assigned proper residues from the subspace spanned by elements of . The remaining inputs in need to be assigned proper residues from the subspace spanned by the remaining elements in . Since none of the remaining inputs in belong to , all of them drive . Also, all inputs in and inputs in drive . Hence, the total number of inputs driving must be greater than or equal to . Since the maximum cone size for the circuit is , we have which implies . Hence, we have the number of remaining elements in is greater than or equal to the number of remaining inputs in and we can assign each of the remaining elements in to each of the remaining inputs in . Thus all inputs in and can be assigned proper residues from . Hence the circuit is a MTC circuit.
APPENDIX PROOFS OF SELECTED LEMMAS/THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 6: An circuit can be pseudoexhaustively tested by independent test signals if all inputs can be assigned proper residues from the -dimensional space (say ). Inputs through are considered in succession for residue assignment. Let us assume that inputs through have been successfully assigned proper residues and input is under consideration. We shall explore the feasibility of assigning a proper residue for from . Consider an output in which appears at position among the input dependencies. For this output, appears along with inputs that have been already assigned proper residues. These residues span a -dimensional subspace (say ) and all the elements in this subspace are prohibited residues for . Consider another output with and hence . For appears along with inputs that have been already assigned proper residues. These residues span a -dimensional space (say ) and all the elements in this space are prohibited residues for . From Lemma 1, we know that subspaces and have at least common elements. Hence, the number of prohibited residues for due to and is given by Considering all outputs driven by , the total number of prohibited residues for is given by Thus, the expression on the LHS of Inequality (3) gives an upper bound on the total number of prohibited residues for . As long as this expression is less than , a proper residue from is guaranteed for . Hence, the satisfiability of Inequality (3) for all inputs guarantees the existence of proper residues for all inputs in the space generated by independent test signals.
Proof of Theorem 10:
The following is an extension of the arguments presented in [5] . Let us consider output and determine an upper bound on the number of inapplicable primitive polynomials of degree for this output. Let the input dependencies of contain input in th position. Let inputs appear in positions through respectively for this output. An applicable primitive polynomial of degree should ensure that the residues are linearly independent. In other words, each polynomial of the form (where or and not all of them are zeros) must not be divisible by
. There are such polynomials of degree . Each one of the polynomials is divisible by no more than distinct primitive polynomials of degree . Therefore, an upper bound on the number of inapplicable primitive polynomials of degree that may assign linearly dependent residues to some inputs in the set driving is given by the expression . Summing up for all values of yields an upper bound on the number of inapplicable primitive polynomials of degree for . There is no need to consider any polynomial of degree less than since the primitive polynomial is of degree . The boolean variable ensures that only those inputs that drive are considered. Again summing up for all values of yields an upper bound on the total number of inapplicable primitive polynomials of degree for all circuit outputs. This double summation is given by the LHS expression of Inequality (4).
Theorem 9 states that the total number of primitive polynomials of degree is given by . To ensure that the total number of inapplicable primitive polynomials of degree is less than the total number of primitive polynomials of degree , we must have Thus, the satisfiability of Inequality (4) guarantees a primitive polynomial of degree applicable to all outputs. Proof of Theorem 11: It has been shown in [5] that a simple LFSR/SR of degree is sufficient for pseudoexhaustive testing of an circuit if satisfies the inequality
We shall show that the value of in Inequality (4) is bounded above by the value of in Inequality (5). Let denote the expression . The LHS expression of Inequality (4) can be expressed as . Consider the input dependencies for output given by the ordered set . For this output (since ) Hence Thus, the LHS expression of Inequality (4) is smaller than the LHS expression in Inequality (5) and hence in Inequality (4) is bounded above by in Inequality (5).
